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5TUDENTS & FACULTY RE-EVALUATE GOALS
STUDENT
CONGRESS
NEWS

"Two Ways Of Life ... Two Different Points Of View."
Photos by Dave Bennett
by Vince Lambert
it the two previous stuit-faculty
meetings,
the
.stion has been raised as
whether funds should be
itted to the athletic de-tment, or whether they could
put to a better use, esially in a school which
des itself more on its acanic achievements rather
n its athletic prowess. To
ermine the different opin3 and provide a vehicle
their expression, members
both the faculty and the
lent body have been interwed in regard to this isthletic director John Muter opened by welcoming the
ortunity to be interviewed,
lting out that partial or
'information can be detritintal. He then went on to
"It is a mistake to apach this thing as acades vs. athletics, because
-I are important to the toschool program and should
apliment rather than ope each other. The athletdepartment serves 85% of
student body in some way,
one in six participating
the varsity athletic prom.
This cuts through
artment, class and other
s, reaching many differinterest groups in the torogram.
hletics provide a healthy
pe from a rigorous acic situation.
We offer
t varsity sports and the
t intramural program at
school our size in the
west.
Jim Carr does a
job, administrating a prothat is well-equipped,
-organized, and offers a
ety of sports to meet the
ests and different levels
i competition in order to
t the needs of the stubody.
Varsity athlet-

ics is on a sound basis. Being a highly academically orientated school which is limited to science and engineering, there is always difficulty
in competing on an equitable
basis with many at our sister schools which offer athletic scholarships, physical education majors and have lesser academic standards. However, I am proud of the record our Rose athletes have
accomplished in spite of the
built-in problems inherent with
our situation.
Recently, some people have
questioned spending money on
the fieldhouse. However, this
was not an overnight decision, but one that was six years
in the making. There were
many reasons for the decision; the money spent completed the functionality of the fieldhouse, which was improperly
used prior to .the renovation,
and was unhealthy, due to the
dirt floor.
The Tartan surface was chosen because it
is functional and durable, and
will make the gym much better suited for indoor track,
special programs
and commencement.
Slated for the
future is the start of construction on the recreation wing
of the total athletic program.
Plans include a new gym with
three intramural basketball
floors, a swimming pool, four
handball courts, a wrestling
room, a weight room, as well
as additional locker and storage space and new offices.
In addition to the indoor renovations, the football field
will be improved, and a hard
surface track installed, along
with additional tennis courts.
Upon completion of these improvements, I feel we will have
the most functional indoor athletic and recreational comContinued
On Page 4

Bio-Engineers CATAPULT
Discussion
PROGRAM
by Ron Selby
On Feb. 13, Dr. Logan announced to the Biological Engineers
that the Bio program was being
phased out. In its place there
will be two new majors, Environmental Engineering and BioMedical Engineering. Junior
and senior Bio's will still be
able to graduate with a Bio
degree, while freshmen and
sophomores will have to change
majors to Bio-med or Environmental Engineering, or transfer to another school. The people who will be affected the most
are sophomores and juniors
who have already invested two
or three years and a considerable sum of money in pursuing
a degree in Biological Engineering. To find out what some of the
Bio's think about this change,
the Thorn interviewed three
of them: Chuck Beeler and Joe
Curtis, sophomores, and a
spokesman for the junior Bio's.
Thorn: What do you think of
the new programs being offered
in place of the Bio Engineering
degree?
C.B.: The Environmental Engineering is at least accredited,
because you graduate with a Civil
degree. The Bio-Med isn't even
accredited, it's just a EE degree with a little chemistry
thrown in.
J.C.: I think they're just
concessions to satisfy us until
they can phase out the BioEngineering program.
Junior: The environmental
health program being offered is
a good program, but I feel it
needs more chemistry to really
be complete. The Bio-Med program is a compromise and does
not really have a very solid
base.
Continued
On Page 4

There are a limited number
of openings for Summer work
as Student Assistants for the
Catapult program (for high
school students I. Applicants
should be capable and interested in lab work, reasonably successful in academics, personable (able to meet people easily and communicate with them
—students and parents), and be
interested in working with and
being responsible for younger
students in both lab and dorm
environments. All assistants
must live in the dorm with the
students. May graduates are encouraged to apply.
Interested persons may obtain an application form from
Professor Schmidt or Mrs.
McCullough (Math Department
Secretary ). Deadline for submitting applications is 4:00 p.m.
Friday, March 2.

CATHOLIC
CENTER
The quarter is rapidly drawing to a close: as if you needed
a reminder! Take a break and
come to the coffee house at the
Lutheran Center on Mulberry
street.
The coffee house is
jointly sponsored by the Catholic Student Center and the Lutheran Center. It will start at
8:00 Saturday evening. Bring
a girl and have an enjoyable
and inexpensive date before
finals begin next week.
Afterwards come next door
to the Catholic Student Center.
If you aren't interested in attending the modern midnight
mass, there are lots of people
to talk to or to battle in a
good game of chess, pool, etc.
Since more Rose men show up
at the center each week, it must

by Mark Cane
A short meeting of Student
Congress was held Feb. 6.
1973. due to a conflict with the
Student-Faculty meeting. Nothing really definite was accomplished.
The Traffic Court will be trying to straighten out the parking situation with the proper
marking for overflow parking
areas for the upper-classmen
parking lot. Also an effort is
being made to trim down the
large number of erroneous tickets being written.
Dave Wordinger reports the
maintenance department does
not want to build any bicycle
racks. They did find another
supplier for Dave. A final decision has not been made yet as
it was discovered the 11)(7 plans
to buy some bicycle racks for
the upper-classmen dorm area.
Grading of the gravel parking
lot has not been accomplished
yet. Joe Bubenzer said Dean
Ross told him the weather was
the delaying factor in this project.
The honorable resignation of
Rep. Greg C. Smith was accepted by the Congress and Reps.
Charles Kendrick and Paul Eck
were retired from office under
the Constitution for their repeated absenteeism.
An idea was discussed which
would put a restriction on all
future Student Congress allocations to clubs and organizations.
It would call for a mandatory
open meeting at the beginning
of the school year for freshmen. The clubs would have to
notify freshmen by any suitable method. Failure to comply with these requirements
could result in withholding of
funds previously granted the
violator. This suggestion was
intended to be just that—a suggestion for next year's congress.
The congress agreed and did
not pass it as law.'
Finally the congress may look
into improving the vending
machine area with the addition
of a sandwich machine and a
microwave oven. It is hoped
this can be accomplished
through the Canteen company
now servicing the machines
available. There was interested discussion on the idea by
the congress, but no definite
action was proposed or taken.
be an interesting place to visit.
But don't take my word for it,
why not come down and see for
yourself?
The center is open until 11:30
on weekdays and until 3:00 or
4:00 a.m. on weekends. In addition to the midnight mass, there
are also more conventional
masses at 1:00 and 4:00 Sunday
afternoon. If you are interested
in being involved in some of
the programs at the Catholic
Student Center, or need transportation, contact Bob Kljm,
Room 312, Blum (Ext. 263).
Good luck on your exams!
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PESSIMIST'S
CORNER

EDITORIAL VIEWPOINT

Probably the biggest thing that has happened at Rose, or should I
sayi to Rose, in the last week (and in a long time for that matter) is
a renewed questioning of who we are, why we are here, and where
we are going. Needless to say, this mayhem has left a few of those
in the cockpit cooling their britches in the breeze, just trying to figure out what is going down. And all of this in the midst of a $5 million capital fund drive for things we're not even sure we want. Well,
it's time somebody began asking questions, but these are all questions which should have been asked a long time ago. It's too bad
when in one breath President Logan can say "nothing is impossible
at Rose. That is the beauty of Rose," and then in the next tell us
that he will not consider any direct input to his decision making
outside of a select group of "board members," for he only reduces his logic to meaningless rhetoric. After all, it's due to the
fact that these men may not have a feel on the pulse of the school
that they thought they did that we're feeling growing pains now.
It all gets down to one thing. You just can't run a school on second hand information, second guesses, and the voluntary advice of
a vocal few. In this issue we have tried to present all sides to the
argument as fairly and as comprehensively as we can. Now it is
your job to see to it that you make your own views known, before
it's too late.

SELECTION OF NEW EDITORS
Selection of editors for the Thorn for next year will occur sometime in the first few weeks of third quarter. The selection will consist of filing an application listing qualifications and reasons for
seeking the position, an election among the staff members to determine the top candidates, and a final decision to be made by the
current editors and the Thorn advisor. Elections should take place
the first week of April, so start thinking about who you think would
do the best job. After the final selection, the new staff will get a
chance to completely run certain aspects of the paper near the end
of the year to gain experience. At this time, positions of editor and
two associate editors will be filled. REQUIREMENTS FOR
EDITORS: 1. Should have worked on paper for at least one quarter.
2. Should have some jounalistic experience. 3. Applications due
March 31 (will be available in the Thorn office). 4. Only staff members can vote. 5. All decisions of the editors will be final.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Frank and Ahmed,
I have been meaning to write
to you guys for 62 days now.
My good buddy Rob Entrekin
who also attend the MIT of
the Mid-west introduced me to
your column which I find quite
enjoyable. You see, I am the
would-be music critic of the
fabled Wabash Bachelor, a
copy of which is not enclosed.
So I am/was interested in what
you had to say about various
platters. I am amazed how you
guys can afford to do three or
four or two records every week.
I am also amazed (sic) how you
guys actually get mail (re: the
Grand Junk Railroad Incident).
Have you heard "Gypsy Cowboy" by the New Riders of the
Purpled Sage? I think it is fine,
but who cares what I think?
So anyway, I just wanted to
let you know that your reading

public stretches across Indiana
and keep up the good work, etc.
Sincerely,
Gary B. Baldwin

"Pentagon Pimp"

FACULTY FORUM

Didn't it rag you off wheqiw ;
you had to stand in line fci soi
about 20 minutes for an evtffs
ning meal, only to find th
poor Bernie was doing all t
dishing out, etc., and taki
care of the seconds line (abo
10 patiently waiting people) ,s-1
herself. Then you wander ov t
to your favorite table only yl
see at the other end four Sa 11
people eating. One time I c
in to eat lunch during a sla
8
period (15 minutes before
tin
other class) only to find
"cows" empty—except for o
nozzle which was just a
empty (just dripped down in
your cup). But over in the co
er were eight Saga people ta
ing about what sounded like sta
ing non-union (thank goodne :Tv
while working at Rose, amo
other things.
Now that you dicked off
winter, you can be sure thi
it will show in the grades. It
time to start thinking of excu
es to give and promises to mak,
On-the-spot promises will g
you in trouble, because you u
ually end up promising mor
than you meant to. And the soo
er you realize that no matt(
how good you do on the final
you'll still get that C, D, (
most likely that accursed I
you'll have more time to drew
up of several excuses for ever
possible type of situation—lik
a true pessimist.
See ya next quarter f(
another ten week grind—just t.
dull, only the weather will
nicer, and then there will I
more finals, and more studyi:
and more finals, and more stud
ing, and more finals . ..

- by Professor Peter Priest
J. J. Schwab, Harper Profes- of the faculty."
"Students are also ignorant
sor of Biology at the University of Chicago, analyzing the of the difficulty of bringing even
student protest movements, one principle to bear on the amsaid that students "are igno- biguities of real cases." At Rose
rant of what is involved in the the ambiguity of this case lies
processes of decision and in the question of whether varchoice." The effects of this sity athletics contribute to the
ignorance can be seen in our public relations and advertising
students' recent protest and/- program of the Institute (and, if
or grumbling about the pro- so, to what extent?); whether
posed budget which, they be- varsity sports may be a source
lieve, favors the varsity athle- of pride to the alumni, (that's
tics at the expense of acade- not certain either) on whom
mic programs, especially the we depend for financial aid;
graduate program. Some pro- whether varsity athletics may
fessors, it must be noted, also be helpful in creating school
echoed the students' complaints. spirit or inculcating worthwhile
(Or was it the other way values; whether there is a proaround?) Without entering into per balance between academic
the argument of whether var- activities and non-academic
sity athletics plays any role ones. Now what principles does
in a twentieth century acade- one apply to =tangle these
mic community, let me share hassles? Unfortunately, the stuwith you part of Schwab's diag- dent grumblings showed no
by Jim Kane
awareness of these ambiguities.
nosis of this kind of protest.
Movie Information:
If you grant that the preced"Most students are under the
INDIANA—"The Poseidon Adventure"
impression that good decisions ing analysis is valid, what can
PLAZA—"The Train Robbers"
are immediately derivable by be done to overcome this ignorGRAND—"Slaughter Hotel"
simple matching of 'principles' ance?
MEADOWS—"Child's Play"
Schwab argues that there is
and 'cases'," says Schwab.
CINEMA I—"Jeremiah Johnson"
Some students I listened to a "need for knowledge of actual
Madness"
of
CINEMA II—"The Other Side
grumbled that Dr. Logan was cases exemplifying the problem
being dictatorial by not agree- of practical decision." I sugFriday, Feb. 23
ing to give a student poll and gest that we could fulfill this
75c
p.m.,
00
Blue"-8:
Film—"Soldier
TMUB
abiding by the results. This need quite easily at Rose. Why
argument implies that these not let Dr. Logan and Dean MatSaturday, Feb. 24
students have a principle that thews offer a course(with credit)
says "the administration exists in practical decision-making for
12:30—track meet—ROSE INVITATIONAL—fieldhouse
to meet the wants of the stu- selected students? Let the selec4:00 p.m.—CBS Golf Classic—Ch. 2
dents" and "the will of the ma- ted students sit in on and observe
jority should prevail." Given as many policy making sesSunday,Feb. 25
these principles, it should be sions as possible. This should
1:30—Hockey—Ch.2
(in the students' minds) a sim- include, but not be restricted
8:00 p.m.—TMUB Film—"Something for Everyone"
ple matter to determine the to, budget talks, the division
students' will (give a poll) and chairmen's meetings, curricuMonday,Feb. 26
follow it, that is, match these lum committee meetings, board
For the first time this quarter: FINALS!!! BE THERE!!!
principles to the results of a meetings, and real faculty meetings. Let them be witness to all
poll.
the dialogues, arguments, meBut says Schwab:
"They (students) are unaware mos, and compromises that conStan Baker
of the complexity of actual tribute to decisions. Perhaps
Editor
Rick Keeven, Gary Elfring
cases: the conflict of principle the students could be asked
Associate Editors
Scott Koehne
Sports Editor
which exists in almost all cases to report on how the process
Bob Connon, Pete Murray, Jerry Ehlers
Business Staff
and inevitably requires com- of decision-making appeared
Randy Simon and Jeff Leaven.' promise." In the case here at to them. A third person report
Rose, the students' protest does by students might help the adAdvertising Staff
Phil Whepler, John Mete, Mike McInnis
not reflect an awareness of ministration see more clearly
News Staff
Rick Keevrra, Mike Goering, Larry Conrad,
Vince Lambert, Bill Mobley, John Hubbard,
the following conflicting princi- its own behavior in a new perDennis Paustenbach, Cecil Whitaker
ples: "The administration (also) spective. Dr. Logan and Dean
Stan Baker, Jim Kane, Ron Selby,
Col u mnists
exists to meet the needs(wants) Matthews could (and should)
Dennis Carter, Frank Ahmed, M.D. Knight
of future students:" "The rights reminisce with the students
Bob Marks, Dan Ratner, Stan Sinclair
Ca rtoonists
(wants) of the minority (no mat- about how past decisions
Rick Bell, Others.
Circulation
were arrived at. Such a course
ter how despicable 'jocks' might
. Gary Effring, Max Hitchens, Frank Wilkerson,
Photography .
would give the students knowbe) must be respected." And I
Hoecker,
Art Peterson, Gary Smith, Mark
would add: "The administration ledge of actual cases exempliSteve Moseson Dave Bennett
(also) exists to meet the needs fying the problem of practical
To the Editor:
In the latest issues of the
Thorn I have noticed a vast
improvement in the photography
staff. I must say one usually is
not aware of a change in staff.
Not to knock the last photographer, but either you've got
it or you don't and the old
photographer didn't! Honestly
now! Wasn't your last photographer an eighty-year-old man
who took pictures of anything
with two legs and what nots?
Really
Aren't I right?
Stan, you could probably sell
just the picture page for a dime
thereby making the paper a profitable business!
(Name Withheld)

ENTERTAINMENT

the THORN

RESUMES
IMPORTANT
TO JOBS
When the graduate is seekii
a job, one of the most impo
tant factors will be his resum
The information in the resun
may determine whether an inte
view with a prospective emplo
er will take place.
Here are three tips in pr
paring resumes. First, emph
size those points that make yi
outstanding; don't be modes
Second, keep the presentati(
brief. One page is the maximu
for a recent graduate. Be su
it is typographically corre
and easy to read. Filially, 1
someone review the resun
for objectivity, and request eit
er suggestions or impro‘
ments. The subjective approa,
often includes unimportant d
tails, plays up weak points
omits strong ones.
Companies can now be mo
selective about hiring new pe
ple, due to the scarcity of jo'
and the number of applicant
The resume will create a fir
impression which may help
hurt the job seeker.
decisions. Wouldn't this
valuable knowledge for studen
who want to enter into ma
agement?
Another way to teach st
dents the knowledge of actu
cases of practical decisit
would be to let them active
participate in some phase
the decision-making proces
An excellent example of thi
already in existence on oi
campus, is Dr. Dyer's Stude
Advisory Committee on H
manities. The people on th
committee gained valuable e
perience for themselves in ti
practical aspects of decisio
making. I'm sure that they di
covered it was not a simp
matter to make changes. The'
students will become respo
sible leaders.
There are just two possib
ities for helping the stude
to overcome his ignoran(
of the realities of decisi(
and choice. Dr. Schwab ou
lines other possibilities
College Curriculum and St
dent Protest(378.199/Sch9lc 1.
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KNOERLE
ON ERA

ENGINEER'S DAY '73 HIGHLIGHTS
4I

NIN
riqt
'

Prof. William Beam Shines On.

Electric Powered Automobile
"Engineering . . . A Better
Environment Through Technol)gy" unfolded on Rose-Hulman
nstitute of Technology Saturlay as students opened laboraories and projects to the pubic in Engineering Day '73.
Students did not even wait unl visitors got out of their cars
o involve them in Engineer,ng Day. As guests entered the
\lain Gate, one student team
Aood in the 20-degree wind for
three hours while testing in?.oming vehicles for exhaust
?mission. As it turned out,
a surprising 50 per cent of
the more than 100 cars monitored passed the test of somewhat liberalized standards.
An estimated 350 to 500 vistors viewed the 20 some pro-

jects which ranged from listening to the noise pollution show
to seeing and hearing how one's
own heart sounds with an electronic stethoscope.
The need for some 48,000
graduate engineers annually
was depicted pictorially on a
handsome display in the Main
Hallway, thus setting the stage
for the program which allowed the public to focus on the
kinds of activities undertaken
by engineers.
The 15-minute noise show by
mechanical engineering turned
out to be noisy, but informative.
It quickly pointed out that many
home appliances are just as
damaging to the human ear as
the more common noises which
get most of the national atten-

RALLY AT

THE HUDDLE
600 Wabash
For A Cold Beer
or Your Favorite Cocktail
THIS COUPON WORTH
50c
On A Pitcher of Beer
Good Thru Friday, March 2
The Huddle
2
BIG
ADULT
SHOWS

600 Wabash

VILLAGE CINEMA
1257 Lafayette Ave.
ADULTS ONLY

ROSE ID
REQUIRED

OPEN
DAILY
AT
NOON

now showing

"DEEP THROAT"
2nd BIG ADULT HIT

"TOBACCO ROODY"
BRING THIS AD FOR DISCOUNT
THIS AD AND $1.00 ADMISSION PER PERSON
OFFER ENDS FEB. 27, 1973

tion.
Hard rock music, for example, registered at a dangerous
100 to 110 decibels, while locomotives, jet aircraft and industrial machinery were shown
to peak at lower rates on the
scale.
Who says a canoe constructed of concrete won't float?
Five juniors majoring in civil
engineering recently completed an 11-foot long concrete
canoe whichthey plan to enter
in an intercollegiate concrete
canoe race in April. Using a

THE GAME
OF LIFE
by A. M. Goering
In four years, Rose takes a
raw student and molds him into a
"young" leader. This finished
product is ready to fit into the
mainstream of upper middle
class society. The good life.
Wearing a suit every day to
work. Driving a car a little better than the neighbors. Cocktails. Short hair. Clean-cut.
Many steps are taken to I
sure the product isn't a misf
Frats attract men and start
pressing. "Social" events are
planned (soul messengers) with
students unwinding in $15 slacks
and $10 shirts. It's all right to
bring brief cases full of booze to
these events but light up and it's
all over. Instead of learning how
to work with our hands and minds,
we are dumped into endless classes of theory. This fits into upper middle class work; where it
is more important to look "neat"
and busy than actually accomplishing anything. Students learn
how to kill time.
Something is wrong. Life is
not grabbin' for everything materialistic in sight. The only
reason why we are here is to
learn how to help mankind (i.e.
people). What would happen if
seniors going to those sacred
job interviews would not sell out,
not cut their hair and wear middle class clothes. The round peg
cannot fit into the square hole. I
plan to keep my ideals against
middle class life even if it means
never fitting in. A free mind is
more important than a big bank
account.

super lightweight aggregate.
the canoe weighs a mere 250
pounds and should float quite
well, thank you, with two 175pound students inside, according to the students.
A geodesic dome constructed
of sticks provided another study
in structures which may well
be incorporated into housing
controlled artificial climates
for growing food year round
and other applications of the
future.
In the electrical engineering area, visitors got a good
look at the digital clock and
were brought up to date on future scientific uses for this instrument. Another group demonstrated some clever graphical
designs produced by analog computer simulation.
Not all the projects were
futuristic or "for real." A
group of mechanical engineers
devised the "Rube Goldbert Machine." A candle placed under
a lid from a quart jar melted
ice cubes, which poured into
a small cup, which triggered
this, which tipped that, which
.
.
get
the
idea?
To put it in the words of the
students, the project was "a
break from the highly technical. The project's sole intent
was to accomplish nothing."
Even this took engineering.

THE FINALS BLUES
It was the night before Finals, and all through the dorm,
Not a student was sleeping, not even the norm;
When who should appear, all rattled and sick,
But such a typical nurd, our old friend, Nick!
Preparation for Finals involves lots of cramming,
And for Nick, as most others, the process is damning;
His hand held the destroyer of a great supper's glory—
A half-empty bottle of Fletcher's Castoria.
"Examinations," said he,"involve the funnel technique:
Cram it in, digest, and on the paper, let leak.
The results of your labors, aspirations, and toil;
Then hope the results cause your grades to recoil.
"Your mind draws a blank of something gets stuck,
That's why some castoria increases your luck."
The analogy is clear, the conclusion, to whit:
"Examinations," said Nick,"are a lot like SHIT!"
Bolivar Shagnasty

RECORD RACK

COTTAGE INN

1431 N. 19th Street

2/
1
2 blocks North of 1-70
on US-41

RECORDS, TAPES,
ACCESSORIES

VIGO BOWL
Bowling Nightly
210 S. 9'2St. 232-6800

In an interview last week,
Sister Jeanne Knoerle, president of Saint Mary-of-the-Woods
College, stated her views on the
Equal Rights Amendment to the
United States Constitution. Sister Jeanne, the only woman president of a woman's college in
this state, commented:
"The long range implications
of the Equal Rights Amendment
on the whole fabric of American
society have been of central
concern to me for some time. I
have carefully researched the
meaning of the amendment and
tried to project the changes it
will effect on the generations
to come both for men and women.
As a result of this study, I am
convinced that the fundamentals
and irreversible thrust of the
future is to treat the personhood of a man and a woman
with equality before the law."
"I, therefore, personally support the amendment and the
positive forces it will unloose
in the legal area of women's
rights.
"At the same time, recognizing the powerful impact it will
have and its possible negative
as well as positive effects, I
feel a great responsibility, as
the legal distinctions between
men and women are removed,
to work to develop within women a clear understanding of the
distinctions which exist in reality and a growing sense of selfidentity, a sense which is deeply imbedded in the Christian
tradition of emphasis on the person.
"To this process of educating
women to be secure, professional, successful, independent and
compassionate, able to operate
in the freer context of the future,
I am fully committed," Sister
Jeanne concluded.
To become part of the United
States Constitution, the Equal
Rights Amendment must be ratified by 38 states. At present,
it has been accepted by 22. The
figure is deceiving, however;
when Congress approved the
measure early last year, six
states immediately ratified,
and by June 21, the number
had swelled to 20.

OPEN 24 HOURS

Smitast
Jiffy Car Wash
999 Walnut

The smallest river in the free
world is the Rio Trivia, located
near Mexico City. It is 6.321
inches long.

BOWL
AT SYCAMORE BOWL
8th & Poplar

234-4809

For up-to-date news and sports
about Rose-Hulman, pick up a
copy of The Indianapolis News or
Star, daily or Sunday from our
honor box in the Hulman Union
Building. The cheapest entertainmentfor a dime is our newspapers.
MAKE IT A HABIT!
JAMES R

•

iaL 11,
5 South 7th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana 47801
Telephone 232-2928
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BIO-ENG
DISCUSSION

Students And Faculty

(Continued From 1)

(Continued From Page 1)
possible changes,
mend
Any
including athletics.
changes in
recommended
varsity athletics should not
be effective until at least
1974."
After hearing nothing more
on this matter for two years,
I raised the question again.
This is recorded in the minutes of January 4, 1972:
"Dr. Rogers raised the question of the 'cost of varsity athletics' and whether
the same money spent in
areas
recreational
other
would better serve the purposes of Rose-Hulman. . .
President Logan suggested
that the whole subject of
athletics be disvarsity
cussed with the students
at the next Student-Faculty meeting which is sched1st,
February
uled for
1972..."
For some reason, this was
never discussed at that meetSo my first point is
ing.
that before we can even decide whether or not we should
do anything at all, we should
have a "full and free discussion" of the matter. This,
I do not feel, could be accomplished in just one meetPeople need to first
ing.
become informed, not only about athletics, but about such
questions as, "If we spend
the money here, what are
we giving up or foregoing?"
The answer to this question
is never, I believe,"nothing."
This then, opens up the whole
question of what are our priorities. This is well-illustrated by an article entitled "Hard
Times Hit the Campus" in
the February 1972 Readers
Digest:"One of the most successful experiments in better
budgeting has occurred at
Princeton University, which
had a deficit of $2.4 million in 1970-71 and faced
a potential $5.5 million deAfter a
ficit in 1971-72.
thorough study, a Priorities Committee made up of
administrators, faculty, and
a
students recommended
number of budget innovations that reduced the projected 1971-72 deficit to $1.2
million.
"Princeton, for example,
dropped its Korean-studies
discontinued
department,
several special programs,
trimmed library services,
cut back the intercollegiIt is very difficult to look
ate athletic program, curat just athletics without maktailed maintenance, reduced
ing comparisons with other
the number of graduate stuaspects of the Institute in the
dents..."
process, particularly in view This, I feel, is the type of
of our limited financial re- thing we should do. There
However, let me are pitfalls here too, of course,
sources.
begin by citing a section of for what constitutes first priof the By-Laws ority is most certainly a funca portion
of Managers tion of whether or not the judge
of the Board
which, in a rather general of the situation is, to make
way, outlines the responsib- a point, myself or John Mutchilities of the faculty: "The ner. Being firmly dedicated
regular to the democratic process, I
Faculty shall hold
meetings. . .at which meet- believe that such a commitings there shall be full and tee would need to be most carefree discussion of all mat- fully constituted and repreters relating to curriculum sent all diverse viewpoints.
and discipline and scholarship And it is my viewpoint that
of students. . .The faculty shall the final judge in the situhave control of extra-curri- ation should be the student bocular activities of the stud- dy and the faculty, although
ents, including the regulation I recognize that on this parof social functions and the ap- ticular point this is not the
proval of athletic schedules."
viewpoint of some other memHistorically, what has hapbers of the faculty.
pened is probably best reFurthermore, as is obvious
lated in the minutes of the from the Princeton Univerfaculty meeting. In the mi- sity example, such a commitnutes of the meeting of Jan- tee must have the freedom to
uary 13, 1970, there is quite look at "the whole pie" of
a bit of information on a the Institute, so to speak,
report on athletics that was and this has not generally been
made to the faculty, and it the case here at Rose-Hulincludes this:
man.
"The ad hoc committee then
So, if we are free to disrecommended that a Stu- cuss these matters and ordent Faculty Committee be der our priorities, then we
established for the follow- might get to the matter which
To review
ing purposes:
the varsity is ready to hang
our
overall
non-academ- me in effigy about. (At least
ic program and to recom- it is my hope that it is only

plex at any school our size
in the midwest.
I feel athletics to be important to Rose not only as
the
a healthy escape from
books, but also as a factor
The
students.
in attracting
admissions director has stated that the Rose coaches have
helped to attract 10% of the
The spin-off
student body.
from those who are simply
here become
interested and
cause they could not compete
at largsports
in varsity
er schools is probably even
This is true not
higher.
only of athletics, but also of
the band, the glee club, or
any other extra-curricular activity which might be denied
them because of numbers at
a larger school.
In closing, our administration has always been strongly behind the athletic program.
Dr. Logan has stated repeatedly that while he is not concerned with having a national
champion, which of course we
would not have anyway, he
with having
is concerned
a good program which is wellequipped, well-organized and
attracts students, and within the framework of the Rose
I feel we have
philosophy.
this, although, like anything
We
else, it can be better.
have always had budgetary problems with our program, particularly football, and specifically in such areas as needed capital improvements which
we hope to remedy with our
facility improvements
total
brought about by a soon to
be announced drive to raise
I
the school.
money for
have had many of my proposals accepted by Dr. Logan and the administration,
and also many turned down
because of lack of money.
This is no different from any
camother department on
Our administration is
pus.
in a better position than anyone else to recognize the toand it
tal needs at Rose
alone must make the decimoney
the
sion as to where
goes. In this respect, I can
say unequivocably that our
administration has been fair
with us and that we appreciate its support."
Dr. Charles Rogers of the
Engineering-PhyElectrical
sics Division offers the following comments:

Thorn: What are your plal
now?
C.B.: I don't know. I'm to
between leaving school and
coming a Civil. I really do
want to be a Civil Engin
otherwise I would have sign
up to be a Civil instead of
in the first place.
J.C.: I'm thinking about goi
to another school.
Junior: I plan to continue
der the present program, th
go out and on to graduate sch
in some area related to biolo
or medicine.
Thorn: Do you think you
learned anything from this
perience?
C.B.: No, except that I
learned Organic Chemistry f
a technical elective.
J.C.: I've learned not to tr
people.
I've learned
Junior:
should find out everything p
sible about what you are
ting into.
Thorn: Would you recomme
Rose to a high school seni
who was interested in Biology?
C.B.: No.
J.C.: No.
Junior: Definitely not.
Thorn: Do you have any corn
ments?
C.B.: I think it was very poq!
planning by the administratioit
In the words of Chuck Howari'
they were out "shooting a fet
cool ones" or something.
J.C.: I think the timing of th
announcement was bad. Now
can't get keyed to study fr
finals because it seems
I'm just wasting my time.
Junior: I want my money bac,
Probably everyone experien
es at least once the phenomeni
known as "The Rose Shaft
It appears that the Bio's a
all victims this year.
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"in effigy"!)
The Institute is, this year,
devoting something over $90,000 to support the athletic
and intramural program. Although it is difficult to determine exactly how much
goes for each particular sport,
I think it is fair to say that
approximately 65% goes for the
two varsity sports of football
and basketball (The report to
the faculty in the January 1970
meeting, referred to earlier,
gives this figure as 59% for the
If one as1969-70 budget).
sumes an average of 50 students per year participating
in these two sports; this works
out to $1170 per student-participant per year. Granted
that I am not allowing anything for spectators or public
relations value, however, even
if these sports account for all
of the participants being here
at Rose-Hulman, it doesn't
seem to me that we should
use over half of their tuition
to support such a program if
they are also going to school
By contrast, if each
here.
participant in the computer
center received equivalent support, we would be investing
over $1,000,000 in our computer center each year, instead of less than 1/10th that
amount.
So my effort is directed
towards achieving a much
more effective (in my viewpoint) utilization of our very
limited funds. Also, from a
personal condition I have developed, I feel that we should
be doing all we can to help
students to avoid a sedentary
life which is so predominant
with our technological, motorized, affluent society. This
could be achieved with a vigorous program in what is
as
referred to
commonly
"lifetime games" . . . golf,
tennis, cycling, bowling, hiking, and any number of other
things that can be played
throughout life. I played varsity football in high school,
couldn't make the team at Purdue, and am in no shape to go
out for varsity football here.
Swimming, of course, is an
excellent example of one of
these "lifetime games," and
if we obtain our new recreation building, that will be a
long-past-due need fulfilled.
However, I can't imagine operating an olympic size pool for
under $15,000 per year considering an attendant and the
maintenance required. Many
cities now have the pressurized rubber dome structures
over tennis courts to create
all-weather, all-season tennis.
At some other school, a student can check out bicycles,
archery equipment, sleds or
skis, and even canoes or water skis. Such equipment requires only a moderate capital
investment but no investment
in a large facility such as a
building or football field. Indeed, maintenance is requir-

ed and a full-time employee
for check-in, check-out, and
control. Money for all of these
would have to come from somewhere, and there are many
faculty who feel that we are
already operating below a
minimum number of faculty
for an educational institution
of engineering and science
consistent with a program of
moderate quality.
During the Korean War a
study was made by performing autopsies on soldiers killed in action, and it was estimated that 80% of the American
male population have some
early stage of heart disease
by the age of 28. If Rose-Hulman could develop in each of
its students the habit of regular, daily, physical exercise by
providing such facilities as I
have described, it would certainly be a wise investment.

DISC 'n' TAPES
421 N. 9th

BIG SALE NOW ON!
All $5.98 Series Albums
ONLY $2.99
$1.00 OFF On All Double Albums
(Except Sale Items)
"Derek & The Dominoes in Concert"
ONLY $5.88 While They Last
HOURS: 11:00 - 7:00 P.M.

820
BAGGIES
JEANS TO DOUBLE KNITS
$4.50 to $8.00
Closing Out All Men's
Long Sleeve Shirts, All
Styles including Knits.
Retail Values to $12.00 Now
Only $1.00 To $5.00
Also Save On Men's
Sweaters, Vests, Pullovers,
and Buttonups While They
Last. Values to $22.00 Now
ONLY $5.99 DOWN

820 Clothing
820 Lafayette-Open 7 Days Week - 235-8384
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REJECTION!
by Gary Elfring
It's in your senior year that it
6)Thank you for your letter of
happens. I know, just ask me.
date advising us of your availYou all know what I mean. You ability in June.
get REJECTED! Not by your
7)Thank you for sending us a
girlfriend, dummy, by compa- copy of your excellent resume.
nies, corporations, business,
8)In reply to your letter of
incorporations, and exasperdate regarding employment.
ations. There is one thing I've
9)Thank you for contacting
noticed though, and that is that
concerning a position in
all these rejection letters I've
been getting, (I've gotten over 50
10) I thank you very much for
to date), have a certain form if your letter of
and for
not wording in common. And so your comments therein.
I have compiled all my new found
11) We are in receipt of your
knowledge on rejection letters resume for a position within our
into what I call the new,original, company.
one and only . . . REJECTO12) We have received your reFORM-LETTER! Yes sir, gen- sume and letter regarding
the
tleman, . . . are you worried possibility of employment with
night and day by fears of rejecand certainly appreciate
tion? Are you becoming con- your interest in our firm.
vinced that no one in their right
GROUP B
mind would want to give you a
1) Although we found your
job, and even if he did you records and qualifications
comwouldn't take it? If so this is mendable.
your big chance! Just choose
2) We have reveiwed your
one sentence from group A, one resume with interest.
from group B, etc. and presto
3)Your background is im. . . you have your own re- pressive and we have
reveiwed
jection 'letter. No need to be it thoroughly with our
managehaunted by baseless fears, for ment.
you've rejected yourself. And
4) We have carefully conthere are thousands of different sidered your interests
and expossibilities!
perience in light of our current
GROUP A
staff requirements.
1)Thank you for your letter of
5) We would like to commend
date concerning employment
your excellent educational and
possibilities with comp.
employment background.
2) We are grateful for the in6) Your personal information
terest you have shown in
has been reviewed by the apby the recent submission of your propriate members of our
orresume.
ganization, and in our opinion
3) Thank you for the opportun- you are well qualified for emity you have given us to consider ployment.
you for employment with our
7)Your background fits our
company.
general needs.
4)Thank you for your recent
8) Your summary of experiletter and interest in
ence has been analyzed thor5)In reply to your inquiry oughly,
about employment with
9) We have reveiwed your

qualifications,
10) I have reviewed your qualifications with the appropriate
management people.
11) We have given careful consideration to your qualifications.
GROUP C
1) I regret to inform you that
at the present time we do not
have suitable requirements to
take advantage of your strong
background.
2) I am sorry to inform you
that no openings currently exist
within this division for a person
of your background and capabilities.
3) We regret that an opening
does not exist at the present
time that appears to fit your
training and experience.
4) Unfortunately, we find that
we do not have an opening that
would utilize your particular
abilities.
5) We regret to advise you
that we do not have a requirement for which we can consider
you at this time.
6) At the present time we have
no openings.
7) Unfortunately, we just hired
several people.
8)Our company will not have
any position open in the forseeable future.
9) We are not currently hiring...
10) We have just completed an
extensive staff expansion program and as a result we are not
in a position to increase personnel at this time.
11) However, we have no openings.
12) We do not have a position
that would effectively challenge
your talents.
13) I regret to say that, at this
time, we have no employment
openings.
14) After careful evaluation we
have decided that your experience does not coincide with the
requirements of our present
openings.

GROUP D
10) Thank you again for your in1) We appreciate your inter- terest in us, and good luck in
est in
and will, of course, your search for a position that
advise you if our situation will further your professional
should change.
development.
2)Thank you for considering
11 ) May I take this opportunity
in your search for em- to wish you success in locating
ployment.
a challenging position.
3 We appreciate your interWell, there you have it, simest in
and we shall keep ply take one sentence from
your resume on file for future Groups A, B, C, & D, throw in
reference.
a few prepositions and such
4) We wish you success in and . . . Waalla, your own priyour search for a suitable po- vate rejection letter. There are
sition.
over 20,320 different letters that
5) We will, however, be in
you can make from these sentouch with you in the near fu- tences. So good luck and good
ture should a position become night America.
available in your area of interest.
"We are looking for a student
6) We sincerely appreciate
to sell our 8 track tapes. We
your interest in
are respected throughout the
7) We will, however, keep
country as producing a premium
your resume on file, and if an
product, have your own thriving
opening should arise we will be
business. We carry over 700
in touch with you.
selections of all types of music.
Soul, Pop, Oldies, Country &
8)Thank you for your interest in our company and I wish 'Western, Popular, Etc. If you are
interested call
you luck in your future endeaMelody Recordings, Inc.
vors.
(201) 575-9430
9) It would appear that you
ask
for
either Mr. Jonas or Mr.
will have little difficulty in se'Reid.
curing a position in your field.
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Jerry Griewahn Interview
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- Interview Conducted By
Thorn Reporter Mike Goering
2 to 15 hours a week. The full
Thorn: To start off with, how
is Saga Foods set up here at time employees work 30 hours
a week or over, depending on the
Rose?
Jerry: We're a contract food
situation.
Thorn: Does your student help
company that contracts every
year with the school for the come mainly from Rose?
Jerry: We get all of our
food service. Saga is an international organization whose student help from Rose, with
institutional
is
the exception of 3 or 4 girls.
main function
feeding; mainly colleges. A
We try to hire Rose students
food program is set up for as much as possible. Their
payment comes out of our own
each college, depending on the
operating cost.
college's wants and needs.
Prick: Does the beef board
Thorn: Are you responsible
for all of the meals served on serve any useful service to
campus?
the students or does it just give
Jerry: We've got all feeding them a place to blow off steam?
Jerry: The beef board is
on the campus. This is what
part of our contract includes. very useful in improving our
The feeding covers outside service. We have gotten very
parties, school functions, bar- good ideas and put them to use.
When a good idea comes up, I
becues, etc.
Thorn: Is your main source take it to my daily staff meeting with my employees, and we
of income the students?
take a look at the idea to see
Jerry: Yes.
Thorn: Do you feel the stu- if we can do it. Nine times out
dents get a good deal eating of ten if its a good idea, we'll
at Saga in comparison to Mc- do something with it.
Thorn: Who sets up the menu
Donald's, Pizza Hut, or Kenplan?
tucky Fried Chcken?
Jerry: The basic menu plan
Jerry: Because we're a national contract company, we comek from our home office in
have national contract agree- California. They write menus
ments. Since we buy in large for all the colleges but I, like
quantitites we can get a better other directors, constantly reprice. This savings is passed vise the menu because I know
on to the students in a better some items do not appeal to
quality and quantity of food. As the students. Meals we have and
you know, we offer unlimited the students dislike we elimiseconds, something few food nate. Meals unpopular in ths
services do. In state universi- area we eliminate.
ties, they have limits on their
Thorn: Are the meals pretty
meals. I think the Rose student wholesome?
Jerry: The menus are deis getting a better break by
far over other eating institu- signed by a dietician out in Calitions. One item I want to men- fornia and they include a good
tion. Anyone is welcome anytime variety of items every day. The
to come back into the kitchen only trouble is: we can put out
and see what I buy. When buying all of the things that provide
we have set-up standards on you with a balanced diet but
meat, vegetables, ice cream, you may not eat it! We cannot
etc. Everything must meet cer- satisfy 500 students every
tain requirements or we won't meal every day, but we do try
buy it.
to please the majority of them.
Thorn: To clear the record
Thorn: Are there any changes
once and for all, how many em- or innovations coming in the fuhave?
Saga
does
ployees
ture for Saga?
Jerry: I have 17 full time
Jerry: We will be having a
employees, not including my- Chinese night. This will be for
self. I have about 30-40 part- the students with decorations.
time students who work from Chinese food and entertainment.
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PIZZA
ANYONE ??
by Madame Y
Last Saturday night the Rose
Wives Club and hubbies attended a very quiet Pizza Party at
Below the Salt. I have to confess
to having been there. For awhile
it seemed that a bunch of oldsters would liven the event by
crashing the "party." I'm sorry to report they were told to
leave our private "party."
Someone had just recently
had a baby so we played pass
the baby for a while. When our
arms got tired the baby was
returned to father and silence
fell over the crowd. Well almost. Some of the hubbies found
the pool table much to their
wives' dismay. After a few
pizzas were mixed up and a
couple of pitchers bought, some
of us decided to go home and
have some "excitement," like
go to bed!

Bio-Eng. Curriculum
by Bill Mobley
The Biological Engineering
curriculum was started nine
years ago through the efforts
of Dr. Robert Arthur. A separate department was formed
four years ago, with Dr. Arthur,
and last year Dr. Berry, as
head of the department.
At the beginning of this year,
a committee was instituted to
evaluate the Bio-Engineering Department. It was felt that a split
at the sophomore level of environmental and medical science
would be desirable. Factors
concerning this decision were
the lack of accreditation the
department was receiving. Job
placement would be much easier
and a more vigorous program
would be available to the student
in both areas.
Changes were made, however,
when Dr. Berry resigned as of
the end of this school year. The
environment program was decided to be under the Civil Engineering Department as an option, and Bio-Engineering, or

pre-med, to be put under the
Electrical Engineering Department. Presently, it has not
been decided whether Bio-Engineering will be an option under the EE department, or will
be a Bio-medical Engineering
Degree. Dr. Berry hopes to
have solved the problem by the
start of next quarter.
Changes in the curriculum
will, according to Dr. Berry
and Dr. Soribe (head of the
department),
environmental
make the program much stronger. Bio-medical will take more
EE courses, and environmentals, less physiology courses.
No student in the Bio-engineering department will be hurt,
according to Dr. Berry, as far
as courses go. Some elective
courses will be dropped, such
as genetics and anatomy, but
could be picked up at I.S.U.
Dr. Soribe stated the option
under Civil Engineering would
not be new, merely the old enviromental option under a new
department.

Asked if pre-med students
would be hurt by the change,
Dr. Berry enthusiastically cited the case of a Rose-Hulman
graduate in med school that felt
he was "superior to many people in training," and was extremely satisfied. Dr. Berry
added that the program used
as pre-med was excellent "if
the grade point average can
be achieved" in a school with
as much math and technical
courses required as Rose-Hulman, and added that "med
schools seem well satisfied"
with the Rose-Hulman graduate.
Another favorable factor in the
program is an engineering degree that means more than many
pre-med programs which do not
grant a degree except in premed.
Students asked about the changes in the department felt the
changes would generally make
the Bio-engineering program
much better, and the change
didn't effect them that much.
It was noted, however, that
some students may have to overload and others take courses at
I.S.U. to satisfy their interest.

IDC SUPPORTS NEW POOL

ERROR-FREE TYPING
CORRECTION RIBBON

ERRORITEm

AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE

ABORTION
INFORMATION
ABORTION GUIDANCE
An Abortion can be arranged within 24
hours and you can return home the same day you leave!

CALL TOLL FREE

(800)523-4436
A Non-Profit Organization
open 7 days a week

BOOSTING NEW POOL—
Members of the Inter-Dormitory Council recently presented a $500 check to Dr. John
Logan to be restricted to the
construction of the swimming

pool in the proposed RecreaDiscussing the
tion Center.
Centennial development plans
with Dr. Logan are IDC President Bill Schott (center) and

Larry Myers, treasurer. At
the time of the presentation
the IDC pledged an additional
$500 per year for the next
two years.
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GREENVILLE IN LAST B-GAME

Mike Bennett Tips Over The Outstretched Arms of Opponent.
The Rose-Hulman basketball
team finished up one of its
most disappointing seasons
Tuesday night at home against
Greenville. Rose carried a 6-17
record into the game, insuring
them of their worst record in
several years. Looking back
over the season, however, there
are several bright spots on the
team which make this season
something more than the dismal
record indicates. First would
be the overall attitude of the
team, a group not blessed with
a great amount of size or speed,
but a team that has stayed in
games that they did not belong
in due to pure hustle. The schedule this year has by no means
been easy with such opponents
as Wright State, St. Joe's and
Marian, and the team has time
and again come up with strong

efforts. The play of the three
seniors, Gary Dougan, Mike
Bennett, and Joe Snyder has
also given the fans some satisfaction. Dougan has moved into
the fifth all-time scoring slot
in Rose history as he shattered the 1000-point barrier for
career; Bennett has come into
his own to become an important
factor on the team throughout
the year; and Snyder has shown,
just as in the past three years,
the kind of hustle that has always
made him so effective. Another
bright spot in Coach Mutchner's
eyes must be the fine play of
a pair of sophomores, Denny
Townsend and Bill Ransbottom.
Denny Townsend has become
a mainstay in the backcourt
this year after a freshman year
of limited action and Bill due to
an early season ankle injury
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ROSE CHESS
For the third straight year
that the chess team has been
active, we again finished a disappointing third place in the
Indiana team championship.
This year's event was combined with the Midwest U.S. Intercollegiate Team championships at Notre Dame. Although
we were again the smallest
college in the event, we were
pre-ranked 5th among the field,
behind Case-Western. Northwestern. I.U. and Notre Dame.
I.U. went on to win the event
and Rose tied for 5th, as expected by national ratings. Both
Notre Dame and I.U. carried
predominately graduate students
and this has been a* serious
deterent to Rose's chancel of
winning the state title. A noteable performance was turned
in by Dave Dibble as he rolled
to a 4-1 record. Dennis Paustenbach has yet to return to
form and Dennis Antoline continues to be searching for the
way to get it all together.

Rose Rifles
Journey
West

Gary Dougan Drives For A Layup Against Defender.
- Photos by Dave Bennett
by L. A. Clevenger
was slowed somewhat, but shows a fine facility on which to enSpring break. For most, it is
great promise for the future.
tertain incoming opponents, but
time
to recuperate from finals;
Once again, the team had a it was costly to Rose due to the a
fine beginning to the season long weeks of having no place from a long quarter. For others,
a
time
to secure that sumrner
when they travelled to Florida. to practice.
job. But for a Rose Rifle Team
Coach Muntchner has always
Another high point of any
had an outstanding program of Rose season is the Rose Invi- member, it is a time for travel
early season trips for the Rose tational Tourney. and Coach and competitive shooting. For
cagers, and although this sea- Muntchner drew three fine the first time in the team's
history, the Rose riflemen are
son's trip was not all that it had teams again this year to form
first been planned to be, it was a fine tournament field. Unfor- going on tour to do their thing
at
"banging away."
still a well-organized trip and tunately, Rose was not able to
Two, five-man teams, under
provided a lot of fun for the emerge victorious in their own
players. The new fieldhouse tournament, but the fans were coaching leadership of Cap't
floor also gave the Engineers treated to some outstanding bas- Elfner, will represent RoseHulman throughout the Central
ketball.
Western States. The Rose sharpAll in all, the season had
shooters will leave early March
more than its share of dis2 by car to fire against U. of
appointments, but with the high
Missouri, Rolla, Mo.
From
College students and other quality people involved, it is there in order to Kemper Invieasy
see
to
that
outlook
the
young people seeking a way to
tational, Boonville, Mo., March
explore Europe in depth and at for next year could be much 3; U.S. Air Force Academy,
the lowest possible cost have brighter.
Denver, Colo., March 5; U. of
the opportunity this summer.
Colorado, March 6; Colorado
Offered are three choices of
State U., March 7; Kansas State,
jobs with full back-up service
J. Paul Getty was attending March 9; and returning to U. of
while on the job, a four-day an abstract art exhibit in London Missouri, March 10.
orientation in London, and all and was asked if he understood
A lot of matches, about 3000
documentation and work per- the paintings. With a shrug he miles of road with the ever
mits for only $129.
said, "It has taken me all my present scenery, and one grand
This "Summer Jobs in Eu- life to understand that it is not time for those daring Rose men
rope" program is organized by absolutely necessary to under- and their "GUNNER MACHVacation Work Ltd., based in stand everything."
INES."
Oxford, England, with a U.S.
office in Cincinnati, Ohio. The
program consultant is Ms. Mynena Leith, editor, "Summer
Employment Directory of the
U.S." with over 20 years' experience in the field of summer
employment. Vacation Work
staff in England has been placing young Americans in summer jobs there for the last
four years.
"Once we accept a student
on the program, we guarantee
placement in one of his job
choices," states Ms. Leith;
"although placement can be
made through May, early applications will obviously get the
pick of the jobs." Salaried or
volunteer jobs are in hotels,
offices, archaelogical digs, agricultural camps. family homes
and other categories. Room and
board are available in all casThis Coupon Worth
es.
$1.00 Off On Any 15" Pizza
"The program has been going strong," points out Ms.
Offer Good From
Leith, "and we feel that it is
an ideal experience for seriFeb. 23 To Feb. 28
ous, adventurous students who
want to meet people of other
WE SERVE MORE PIZZA THAN
countries and see the real
ANYONE ELSE IN THE WORLD.
Europe." The combination of
work, pleasure and new experiences is hard to beat. An
unusual feature is that a Vacation Work counselor is available at all times.
Students can receive a free
"Summer Jobs in Europe" bro3040 Wabash
chure with details of available
2400 S. 3rd St.
jobs by sending a stamped re232-6231
232-3462
turn, business-size envelope to
Vacation Work Ltd., 266 Ludlow
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45220.

Summer Jobs
Overseas

'1.00

To Leave Campus. .
And Come To The

PIZZA HUT

by Dave Bennett

All Comers Track Meet

MasonU Liquors
3726 WABASH AVENUE
PHONE: 232-6205
DOMESTIC BEER'S

IMPORTED BEER'S

LIQUOR AND CORDIALS
DOMESTIC WINES — IMPORTED WINES
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Taketwoyears off
this summer.
'With the ArmyROTC Two-Year Program.
Army ROTC usually takes four years of college. But
you can do it in two.
If, for example, you couldn't take Army ROTC
during your first two years of college.
Or if you just didn't want to take Army ROTC before.
But now you recognize the benefits.
You start the Two-Year Program by going to our
six-week Basic Camp the summer following your sophomore year.
Camp—a little classroom work; some challenging
physical training—replaces the Basic Course you would have
taken during your first two years of college. You're well-paid for
this six-week catch-up.
Then, after camp, you complete your Advanced
Course during your junior and senior years.
Maybe you'll decide that the chance to get real
management experience earlier than most people will be worth
a lot later on.
Maybe you can use the $100 per month subsistence
allowance you will get for up to 10 months of each school year.
Maybe qualifying for two careers simultaneously —
military or civilian—is insurance against job uncertainties.
Or, maybe the opportunity for an Army ROTC scholarship is exciting.
The Army ROTC Two-Year Program is another
chance for a better career, through Army ROTC.
Talk over the Two-Year Program with
the Professor of Military Science at your school.
Or use this coupon. There's no obligation.
.1
„//
Army ROTC.The more you look
„/,.,,,,,„.„
at it, the better it looks.
/'
RO I (:
/ P.O. Box 12701
/ Philadelphia. P.\ 19111

/

me more about the
rmy RO I (1 No-rear Program.

N:11111.
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